
 

 

 

 

Custodian assaulted at Walnut-Locust Station on Broad Street Line 

 On June 13, a Broad Street custodian was assaulted at the Walnut Locust station.  The assault 

occurred while the custodian was scrapping the station; with no security presence---neither Transit 

Police or un-armed “security attendants.”  This incident, the third assault of a custodian over the span 

of a few weeks, highlights, once again, the failure of SEPTA’s security protocols in the subway.   

 While the assault occurred at 5:30 a.m., the Transit Police generally don’t show up for work 

until 7:00 a.m.  While video cameras installed in the station allowed for real-time observation and 

rapid response, the camera room crew either wasn’t on duty or wasn’t paying attention.  While the 

security attendants are supposed to provide additional eyes and ears in the subway, none were at the 

station when the attack occurred.  All of which points to SEPTA’s failure to provide security for our 

members and the riding public.  

 After pressure from the union staff, the perpetrator of the assault was identified and arrested.  

If there’s ever going to be steps taken to deter assaults on transit employees, the prosecution of the 

assailant in this case is the least SEPTA can do, especially since a cashier reported the same perp 

weeks before, for stalking her, but the cashier dispatcher failed to act on her complaint.  The Union is 

now working with the custodian in her fight for workers’ comp, after SEPTA denied her claim.   

When our members are required to work in the subway, there should be a police presence 

during the early morning and late evening hours.  In addition, the security attendants should 

accompany maintenance crews assigned to high crime spots in the subway.  Finally, an informal poll 

conducted by the Local to find out what the custodians think about the security situation revealed that 

those who are assigned work in dangerous locations, believe they should be allowed to carry pepper 

spray or mace, like the postal workers do.  All of these issues, along with the prosecution of the 

assailant, are on the table in Local 234’s dealings with SEPTA over assaults against our members.    

SEPTA management backs down, after making a ridiculous charge 

Sometimes it’s hard to understand the utter stupidity of management’s decision making, 

especially when it comes to the security of our members.  SEPTA headquarters has been transformed 

into a fortress to protect management from the wrath of the public.  When General Manager Leslie 

Richards goes on the property she is accompanied the Chief of SEPTA police and a posse of 

underlings.  When SEPTA needs our support for the rodeo competition or for decorating the 

Christmas Trolley, they act like we’re best friends.  However, when things go bad on the street, 

SEPTA acts is if they don’t even know us.  Here’s a recent example of SEPTA’s hypocrisy.   

On June 4, a fare evader boarded a Midvale operator’s bus, while cursing and threatening him.  

The operator called Control Center and waited for a supervisor to arrive.  When the supervisor got 

there, he tried to get the fare evader to exit the vehicle, but she refused.  With the supervisor right 

there, the fare evader jabbed a hand held cell phone past the protective enclosure and into the 

operator’s face.  The operator instinctively reacted by waving his hand and the phone fell to the floor.  
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That’s all he did.  Never left his seat.  Never made contact with the fare evader.  When the police 

arrived, she finally left the vehicle.      

So what did SEPTA do?  They fired the operator, charging him with workplace violence and 

other ridiculous rule violations.  In the face of this outrage, the Union pounced all over Midvale 

management.  The Union focused on the absurdity of the charges, as seen in the video, and the 

supervisor’s report stating that the fare evader was “very argumentative and would not comply with 

anything I was saying.”   

After he missed two weeks, management agreed to reinstate the operator with full back pay.  

While the Union achieved a positive result, disciplinary action should never have been taken against 

the operator.  Will SEPTA management ever learn?       

Shapiro, Fetterman need our support in critical Pennsylvania elections 

Over the coming months many eyes and a whole lot of money will descend on Pennsylvania 

in a fight of great consequence, for the Governor and a Senator from Pennsylvania.  On the democratic 

side, the current Attorney General, Josh Shapiro, is running for governor against Doug Mastriano, 

while Lieutenant Governor John Fetterman is running for the senate against New Jersey’s own 

Mehmet Oz.  

The issues in the race for both positions are clear.  Shapiro and Fetterman are forceful 

advocates for expanding voting and union rights, while Mastriano and Oz promote policies to restrict 

voting and labor rights. With the economy causing a lot of anxiety about the future, Shapiro and 

Fetterman are running in a difficult political environment.  However, the stakes couldn’t be higher 

for the labor movement to defeat these two republican wannabees.  

The republican candidate for Governor Doug Mastriano is so extreme that many republican 

loyalists fear his candidacy.  Mastriano spent his primary campaign spreading Trump’s lies about the 

2020 election.  Mastriano wanted to nullify the popular vote in Pennsylvania so Trump could hold 

onto power despite losing.  (At this point, anyone who believes Trump won the 2020 election either 

has their head in the sand, or up their ass).  Mastriano also showed up at the January 6 attempt to 

prevent the Congress from certifying the results of the election.  In short, Mastriano is a threat to our 

democracy.   

When it comes to union rights, there is no doubt that as Governor Mastriano would support 

stripping public employees of the right to organize and bargain for wages, benefits and conditions of 

employment.    

Oz, a New Jersey resident for years before he decided to run for office in Pennsylvania, is 

little different.  Oz has never held public office, yet he groveled his way into Donald Trump’s favor; 

making Oz and Mastriano a perfect couple.  Like Trump, Mastriano and Oz are political snake oil 

salesmen.  While they pitch their case to working class voters on the campaign trail, when it matters, 

they speak and act on behalf of the big corporations and the rich.   

In contrast, Shapiro and Fetterman are serious about improving the lives of working people. 

That’s why Local 234, the TWU International, and almost all other unions with members in 

Pennsylvania are supporting Shapiro and Fetterman in this critical November election.  

         

We Must and We Will 


